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What is Roe v. Wade
What: 1973 court case challenging a Texas law that permitted abortion only in cases where it 
was required to save the person’s life.

Background: Linda Coffee and Sarah Weddington filed a claim for Norma McCorvey under 
the alias Jane Roe. This was McCorvey’s third pregnancy. Her pregnancy had come to term 
before the court case was decided.

Decision: Ruled in her favor based on a concurrence in the Griswold v. Connecticut case that 
found a right to privacy based on the 9th Amendment (although many justices thought this 
to be based on the 14th Amendment). Today they focus on the 14th Amendment.

Implications: A person can choose to have an abortion up until the fetus is viable (ability to 
live outside of the womb - usually 24 to 28 weeks into the pregnancy).

https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/410/113/#:~:text=Wade,%20410%20U.S.%20113%20(1973)&text=A%20person%20may%20choose%20to,Clause%20of%20the%20Fourteenth%20Amendment.


How was it overturned?

In short, the court argued there is no constitutional right to 
abortion. But there are three main points the Alito opinion focuses 
the argument around:

1. Whether or not the 14th Amendment’s reference to “liberty” 
protects a particular right (constitution makes no explicit 
reference to a right to abortion). Court precedents find that 
abortion is not a sex-based classification and thus not subject to 
heightened scrutiny. (This was never added to Roe v. Wade.)

https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/21pdf/19-1392_6j37.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/05/20/magazine/roe-v-wade-abortion-rights.html?unlocked_article_code=Zlv4t2-DNIdCW4oMN_pKNwyrVI8p5hunAb6HsceGYcds0o0tPhyx6XeSI_YiOq81FzUleyz5rPZ2ycXzLpto5PkgVgBtTDecoOn8vhrIbGiYX2OWZTThp6YBoRWE-hh23lWD8v1--I5qgSZ45nWxsk23tnhkz3apg17ZMH5id1cL49HA5_sSwL8CuwjsHbN5GlB0cS5celsO8FxQ4T3MDQifh_WzxXtnWLoI_Vg7iAzebPIViC6m8EVjtMHZKeWnFIOYS97BbLecOVL3i4TywwggCh-e15hc6BbTzWXCVxu6dpKzhTs0KfJSnnKXkwq3BS5zAdCxoS0myW_6TFgaNC9tQkjq&smid=share-url


How was it overturned?
2. Whether abortion is rooted in the Nation’s history and tradition and if it is 

an essential component of “ordered liberty”. They found that since the 14th 
Amendment was passed when abortion was outlawed to some degree in 
2/3rds of states that the 14th Amendment must not apply to abortion.

3. Whether the right to abortion is part of an entrenched right supported by 
precedent. “Attempts to justify abortion through appeals to a broader right 
to autonomy and to define one’s “concept of existence” prove too much.

The Court decision of Planned Parenthood v. Casey also weakened the 
holding of Roe v. Wade.

https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/505/833/
https://www.newyorker.com/news/daily-comment/the-supreme-court-decision-that-defined-abortion-rights-for-thirty-years
https://www.newyorker.com/news/daily-comment/the-supreme-court-decision-that-defined-abortion-rights-for-thirty-years


History of abortion in America
Abortion was not illegal in European colonies and commonly practiced. This continued 
post independence.

In the 1800s “methods were published for accomplishing abortion early in pregnancy”. 
Common law stated abortion was legal up until quickening (start of fetal movements, 
usually anywhere from 14-26 weeks post conception).

In 1821 Connecticut outlawed post-quickening abortion. In 1829 New York enacted an 
abortion regulation making post-quickening abortions a felony and pre-quickening 
ones are misdemeanor.

By 1866, when the 14th Amendment was passed, two thirds of states had made 
abortion a crime to some degree.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abortion_in_the_United_States#Early_history_and_rise_of_anti-abortion_legislation


History of abortion in America
In 1965 Griswold v. Connecticut established the right to contraceptives for 
married couples.

In 1972 Eisenstadt v. Baird established the right to contraceptives for 
unmarried people.

In 1973 Roe v. Wade conferred the right to pre-viability abortion. Pre-Roe, 
abortion was illegal in 30 states and legal to some degree in 20 states.

In 1991 Planned Parenthood v. Casey opened the discussion back to the states.

In 2022 SCOTUS overturned Roe v. Wade.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Griswold_v._Connecticut
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eisenstadt_v._Baird#:~:text=Baird,%20405%20U.S.%20438%20(1972,same%20basis%20as%20married%20couples.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roe_v._Wade
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abortion_in_the_United_States#:~:text=At%20the%20time%20of%20enactment,implementation%20of%20Roe%20in%201973.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abortion_in_the_United_States#:~:text=At%20the%20time%20of%20enactment,implementation%20of%20Roe%20in%201973.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abortion_in_the_United_States#:~:text=At%20the%20time%20of%20enactment,implementation%20of%20Roe%20in%201973.


Present day abortion rights

States where the right to abortion is legally protected. States with trigger laws and/or abortion bans today.

Note: Most states like TX have exceptions for life endangering situations. 
Potential Issues: Since this is ambiguous doctors can be scared to carry out the procedure due  
to potential legal repercussions. Due to them waiting, the patient’s life is put at greater risk.



States with trigger laws and/or abortion bans today.

Likelihood of abortion being banned in the future.

States planning or likely to implement bans.

More states will put bans 
on abortion.

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-02139-3


Implications for society post-Roe
America already had one of the highest maternity death rates of any high-income country.

This is likely related to a smaller maternal health care workforce and the uncertainty of 
postpartum home visits being covered by insurance (this is an American healthcare issue).

Notes: The maternal mortality ratio is defined by the World Health Organization as the death of a woman while pregnant or within 42 days of termination of pregnancy, irrespective of the duration 
and site of the pregnancy, from any cause related to or aggravated by the pregnancy or its management but not from accidental or incidental causes. 

Deaths per 100,000 live births (2018+).When these deaths occur (2011-2015).

https://www.commonwealthfund.org/publications/issue-briefs/2020/nov/maternal-mortality-maternity-care-us-compared-10-countries


The maternity death rate will rise (estimated 21% for all 
women and 33% for black women).

Homicide is the leading cause of death for pregnant women in 
the US. (Pregnant women are 16% more likely to be killed 
than are women who are not pregnant.)

Denying abortions leads to financial insecurity for those 
individuals (80% more debt and negative public records 
comparatively).

Implications for society post-Roe

https://www.kff.org/racial-equity-and-health-policy/issue-brief/what-are-the-implications-of-the-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-for-racial-disparities/
https://www.kff.org/racial-equity-and-health-policy/issue-brief/what-are-the-implications-of-the-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-for-racial-disparities/
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-03392-8#:~:text=The%20researchers%20found%20that%20US,classified%20as%20pregnancy-related%20deaths.
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-02139-3
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-02139-3
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-02139-3


Abortions will continue…

• More unsafe abortions will be carried out.

• Travel to other states for abortions will lead to higher 
waiting times for everyone.

Minorities are disproportionately affected (especially people 
of color who are more likely to be lower income and have a 
higher risk for pregnancy related health complications).

Implications for society post-Roe

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-02139-3
https://www.kff.org/racial-equity-and-health-policy/issue-brief/what-are-the-implications-of-the-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-for-racial-disparities/
https://www.kff.org/racial-equity-and-health-policy/issue-brief/what-are-the-implications-of-the-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-for-racial-disparities/


Implications for scientists
Nearly 50% of women who have a child leave full-time STEM 
careers.

• 23% of men will leave.

While many scientists choose to have children, an unplanned 
pregnancy that an individual is forced to keep can push them out 
of the field.

Many are persuaded to go into industry after having children due 
to the mental and financial stress of raising children in this country.

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-00611-1


Implications for scientists
Early career scientists are particularly at risk as low income workers.

• Paid maternity leave is not always available or offered for a 
sufficiently long time for the individual (America is one of the 
only high-income countries where there is no nation mandated 
paid maternity leave).

• A good and affordable health care plan is not always available.

Early career scientists are likely to avoid certain states altogether to 
avoid losing their rights.



Discussion: How do we protect the vulnerable 
scientists in post-Roe America?

Guiding questions: 

1. What tools are already available to scientists to assist in a 
planned or unplanned pregnancy?

2. Are these tools widely available (e.g. at all institutions; to 
scientists at all stages in their career)? 

3. How do we ensure the safety of scientists who work in a 
state where abortion is banned?


